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Do claims of “free speech” provide cover for prejudice? We investigate whether this defense of racist or
hate speech serves as a justification for prejudice. In a series of 8 studies (N ! 1,624), we found that
explicit racial prejudice is a reliable predictor of the “free speech defense” of racist expression.
Participants endorsed free speech values for singing racists songs or posting racist comments on social
media; people high in prejudice endorsed free speech more than people low in prejudice (meta-analytic
r ! .43). This endorsement was not principled—high levels of prejudice did not predict endorsement of
free speech values when identical speech was directed at coworkers or the police. Participants low in
explicit racial prejudice actively avoided endorsing free speech values in racialized conditions compared
to nonracial conditions, but participants high in racial prejudice increased their endorsement of free
speech values in racialized conditions. Three experiments failed to find evidence that defense of racist
speech by the highly prejudiced was based in self-relevant or self-protective motives. Two experiments
found evidence that the free speech argument protected participants’ own freedom to express their
attitudes; the defense of other’s racist speech seems motivated more by threats to autonomy than threats
to self-regard. These studies serve as an elaboration of the Justification-Suppression Model (Crandall &
Eshleman, 2003) of prejudice expression. The justification of racist speech by endorsing fundamental
political values can serve to buffer racial and hate speech from normative disapproval.
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Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of
speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.
First Amendment, U.S. Constitution, 1791.

Racists Getting Fired is a blog dedicated to getting people fired
for making prejudiced remarks online. Racist posts on social media
and the poster’s employment information are put on the blog;
visitors are encouraged to lobby the employer to fire these people
over their statements. The blog includes a “Gotten” tab, where the
moderators post examples of people they have successfully had
fired (Haggerty, 2014).

Employment consequences for racist speech are widely spread
through social media. An intern lost her position for posting a
photo of her and a friend picking cotton with the caption, “Our
inner [n-word] came out today” (Spata, 2015); when people started
leaving a graduation ceremony early, a principal was fired for
saying, “Look who’s leaving! All the Black people” (Hanson,
2015); a firefighter was fired for saying that Dylan Roof, the man
who shot and killed nine Black churchgoers in Charleston, “needs

to be praised for the good deed he has done” (Hensley, 2015); and
a public school teacher was fired for tweeting statements like, “I
am way too racist to be a teacher” (Bateman, 2015). A slew of
police officers have also been fired or otherwise disciplined for
expressing anti-Black prejudice on social media: likening Black
protesters to “Planet of the Apes,” (Workneh, 2015), or taunting a
Black video game player by telling him, “I get paid to beat up
[n-words] like you” (Plunkett, 2015; also see Frolik & Gokavi,
2015; Norman, 2015; Shipps, 2015).

Public response to these firings is mixed. Some claim that
terminating an employee or expelling a student for prejudice
violates the right to freedom of speech (e.g., Hongo, 2015; Pearce,
2015; Randazza, 2015; Reynolds, 2015; Volokh, 2015). The bal-
ance between promoting open speech and dissent is essential to a
well-functioning civil democracy (Farber, 1991; Rosenfeld, 2002),
and serious consequences for prejudicial speech may inhibit this
good effect (Posner, 2002).

Students at predominately White institutions have recently chal-
lenged racist speech, feeding a “national conversation” about the
tension between eradicating racism and ensuring freedom of
speech. This conversation has turned into “speech wars” (Mill-
hiser, 2015); some say activists who want a “safe space” from
racism are coddled, closed-minded, and prefer conformity and
comfort at the cost of freedom of speech (e.g., LoBianco & Scott,
2015; Lukianoff & Haidt, 2015; O’Neill, 2014; Rubin, 2015;
Soave, 2015). Others say these appeals to free speech are coded
ways to perpetuate racist oppression, and that freedom of speech
does not imply freedom from the consequences of one’s speech
(Case & Weddington, 2015; Cobb, 2015; Gay, 2015; Goldberg,
2015; Manne & Stanley, 2015).

We consider what occurs when people observe someone else
being punished for racist speech. Do prejudiced people strategi-
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cally use freedom of speech as a justification for—or defense
against—these punishments for racism? We hypothesize that they
do. What motivates prejudiced people to use free speech as a
justification? We consider two hypotheses: (a) Learning someone
else was punished for a prejudice that one shares threatens one’s
self-image, and (b) Seeing someone else punished threatens once
sense of freedom, triggering reactance.

The Justification–Suppression Model,
and Two Extensions

The conflict between the negative social value of prejudicial
speech and the positive value of free expression creates a tension
between suppression and expression. This tension is modeled by
the justification-suppression model of the experience and expres-
sion of prejudice (JSM; Crandall & Eshleman, 2003). The JSM
considers expressions of prejudice to be the result of three inter-
dependent processes: genuine prejudice, suppression, and justifi-
cation. Genuine prejudice is the unmanaged, unmanipulated inter-
nal representation of (negative) feelings about a group; these
feelings have motivational force. Suppression processes (e.g.,
egalitarian values, social norms) inhibit the overt expression of
prejudice, which helps avoid the experience of guilt, shame, or
social punishments.

Suppressors diminish the expression of prejudice, but they do
not reduce the underlying prejudicial affect. Prejudice—like any
affect—has motivational force (Brehm, 1999). This creates a
conflict between the desire and the disincentives to express; jus-
tifications reduce this conflict. A justification is a “psychological
or social process that can serve as an opportunity to express
genuine prejudice without suffering external or internal sanction”
(Crandall & Eshleman, 2003, p. 425); justifications (e.g., attribu-
tions of responsibility, negative stereotypes, belief in a just world)
allow otherwise inhibited prejudices to be expressed, free of guilt
and social punishment. Suppressors keep people from both com-
municating their prejudices and consciously experiencing it to
themselves, and justifications free both the expression of prejudice
to others and the experience of it to themselves.

When someone is charged with inappropriate expression, justi-
fications can restore one’s social honor in many ways. Justifica-
tions can normalize discrimination (“but those people are danger-
ous!”); they can change the interpretation of a situation (“it was
really not her fault”); or they can connect the apparently unaccept-
able behavior to a cherished value (“she’s exercising free speech”).

Vicarious Justification

The JSM was conceived as an intrapsychic model; it describes
how people release expression of their own suppressed prejudices.
But people provide explanations, make excuses, and justify the
behavior of others as well (Skitka, 2009; Snyder, Higgins, &
Stucky, 1983). This can be motivated by self-justification, sympa-
thy and concern, or consistency and balance (Allen & Caillouet,
1994; Crandall, Silvia, N=Gbala, Tsang, & Dawson, 2007; Snyder
& Higgins, 1988), among many reasons.

The social justification of other’s prejudice was implicit in
Crandall and Eshleman (2003), but here we make the notion
explicit. We propose that people will present or endorse justifica-
tions for another’s expression of prejudice as a direct function of

their own prejudice. When another person behaves in a discrimi-
natory manner, or makes a socially contentious statement, people
will justify that action or expression when it is called into question,
provided that they share that prejudice and the situation calls for a
justification.

Delegitimizing Suppressors

Justifications can release prejudice without sanction by delegiti-
mizing a Suppressor.

A justification process can work by neutralizing the social or
psychological power of a suppressor; when the social norm, value,
or audience that works as a suppressor loses its potency, expres-
sion can occur unhindered and without cost. Instead of directly
making a prejudice acceptable, it disables the suppression. The
ultimate consequence, in either case, is the open expression of
prejudice.

By concluding (or claiming) that the suppressive forces that
silence prejudice are illegitimate, one sidesteps the content of the
expression. The delegitimization of suppression by appeal to the
safer ground of rights, liberties, and values provides a safe and
principled foundation for messages or behaviors that can otherwise
be difficult to justify. By pointing to free speech as a value, one
neatly evades the racist speech itself.

In these studies, people are offered an opportunity to endorse a
fundamental American value—free speech—to justify prejudice
by delegitimizing the “politically correct” forces of suppression.
This justification has the advantage of being both values-based and
normative, and glosses over the fact that this argument makes
anti-Black stereotypes and overt discrimination acceptable. We
predict that people will justify the expression of another’s preju-
dice by delegitimizing the source of suppression. This justification
will occur as a direct function of their own prejudice.

Experiencing Vicarious Suppression: Two Hypotheses

What motivates people to justify another’s racial prejudice? The
internal affective conflict in the JSM provides the motivational
power for justification. People have feelings that they wish to
express, and desire to do so without guilt or social sanction. In
extending to the justification of others, internal conflict can pro-
vide some impetus, but rarely enough to publicly express support
for a contentious attitude.

We propose two kinds of alternative explanations. First, because
the self is implicated when someone expresses a view congenial to
one’s own, one will defend another as an extension of the self; the
justification is self-protective, maintaining one’s self-regard. We
call this the ego threat hypothesis. Second, because the punishment
another receives for expressing an attitude threatens one’s own
freedom to express an attitude, the justification of others is moti-
vated by an assertion of autonomy, by reactance due to a lost
freedom (Brehm, 1966). We call this the expressive threat hypoth-
esis. We compare these two hypotheses in the context of using the
value of free speech as a justification for the expression of racial
prejudice.

Ego Threat Hypothesis

The ego threat hypothesis is that vicarious suppression threatens
the self-integrity of prejudiced people, which motivates them to
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justify another’s prejudice in an effort to restore their self-regard.
People do not want to appear prejudiced (Devine, Monteith, Zu-
werink, & Elliot, 1991; Dunton & Fazio, 1997; Dutton, 1971,
1976); it is normatively inappropriate to be explicitly prejudiced.
People may harbor beliefs that, “The whole Black Lives Matter
movement is misguided and out of hand” and believe that activists
are simply “egotistical,” without seeing themselves as prejudiced.
But reading a news story about a college student being pilloried as
racist on social media and fired from her job for posting this very
sentiment online (Klausner, 2015) communicates that these beliefs
are indeed prejudiced, non-normative, and subject to punishment.
We hypothesize that this suppression makes those with similar
beliefs feel prejudiced, which threatens their self-integrity.

People’s sense of self-goodness depends upon meeting with
others’ approval. Leary and Baumeister (2000) propose that self-
esteem represents a sense that one is valued and accepted by
others. Self-affirmation theory (Sherman & Cohen, 2006; Steele,
1988) argues that self-integrity—seeing the self as “good and
appropriate” (Sherman & Cohen, 2006, p. 186)—relies on know-
ing that one is living in accordance with cultural norms.

Feelings about one’s self is linked to racial attitudes; ego threats
increase negative racial attitudes, but affirming the self increases
positive racial attitudes. Threats to the self can lead people to judge
an ethnic minority job applicant more harshly, but affirming the
self diminished discrimination (Fein & Spencer, 1997; Shapiro,
Mistler, & Neuberg, 2010). Self-affirmed White participants report
perceiving more racism in discriminatory actions (Adams, Tor-
mala, & O’Brien, 2006) and more acceptance that White privilege
exists in society (Knowles & Lowery, 2012; Knowles, Lowery,
Chow, & Unzueta, 2014; Phillips & Lowery, 2015).

Seeing another lose a job for prejudicial remarks communicates
to prejudiced people that their attitudes are unacceptable and
subject to sanction. In our studies, the ego threat hypothesis
predicts that the more anti-Black prejudice one harbors, the more
one’s sense of self is threatened by the job termination over
anti-Black prejudice. To restore self-integrity, prejudiced people
should defend their egos by justifying another’s prejudice via free
speech—the more the personal threat, the greater the justification
through free speech values.

Expressive Threat Hypothesis

The expressive threat hypothesis is that vicarious suppression
threatens the perceived expressive freedom of prejudiced people,
and they can regain this sense of freedom by justifying another’s
prejudice. Vicarious punishment generates psychological reac-
tance, which directly motivates attempts to restore this freedom—
justification through free speech values reestablishes one’s liberty
and autonomy.

Reactance theory (Brehm & Brehm, 1981; Wicklund, 1974)
posits that people believe they have free will, and if this freedom
is threatened, they will act in a way to defend or regain that
freedom. Reactance theory makes no claims as to why people
value freedom, but it is a central Western cultural value (Wike &
Simmons, 2015) and people do benefit when their behaviors are
self-determined and consistent with what they believe (Ryan &
Deci, 2000; Sheldon & Krieger, 2007).

This includes freedom of expression. People in individualistic
cultures are motivated to and derive positive psychological bene-

fits from expressing what they consider their “true” feelings and
attitudes (Heppner et al., 2008; Kernis & Goldman, 2006; Kim &
Sherman, 2007), especially attitudes that people cannot always
express (Schlegel, Hicks, Arndt, & King, 2009). People suffer ill
effects when their need for freedom is thwarted, and one response
to this is to react against the agent that is frustrating one’s need for
freedom (Brehm & Brehm, 1981; Vansteenkiste & Ryan, 2013;
Wicklund, 1974).

Can people feel reactance when they witness the censorship of
another’s speech? Wicklund & Brehm (1967; in Wicklund, 1974)
had middle school students scheduled to hear a presentation on
why the voting age should be lowered from 21 to 18 learn the day
of that it had been cancelled either because the school board did
not want the kids to hear the message or because the speaker was
sick. Students in the former condition were more supportive of
lowering the voting age to 18. The differential shift happened even
when participants did not agree with the censored speech (Ash-
more, Ramchandra, & Jones, 1971; reported in Brehm & Brehm,
1981). Censorship also increased one’s desire to hear the censored
message (Worchel & Arnold, 1973; Worchel, Arnold, & Baker,
1975).

People feel like their freedom is threatened when they wit-
ness someone else’s freedom being threatened, a vicarious
reactance (Andreoli, Worchel, & Folger, 1974; Sittenthaler,
Traut-Mattausch, & Jonas, 2015; Sittenthaler, Jonas, & Traut-
Mattausch, 2016). Students felt more threat to their own free-
dom when they witnessed another student being denied partic-
ipation credit for an experiment because the researcher lost their
packet (an illegitimate reason to deny someone their credit)
than when denied credit for a legitimate reason (Sittenthaler et
al., 2016). There is some reason to believe that vicarious
reactance is a more cognitive response than self-reactance
(which is primarily affective, Sittenthaler et al., 2016), but it is
clear that people do feel reactance on the behalf of others.

Self-determination theory makes a stronger claim, that freedom
(or autonomy) is a psychological need (Ryan & Deci, 2000). When
people have freedom and are autonomously and self-determined to
perform a behavior, they are internally motivated to do so. People
can be internally or externally motivated to suppress prejudices
(Plant & Devine, 1998); they can refrain from expressing prejudice
because it is important to their self-concept (internal) or due to
social pressures (external). Participants low in internal motivation
(IMS) and high in external motivation (EMS) to suppress prejudice
report more racial prejudice, feel pressure to comply with “polit-
ically correct” standards, and feel anger toward these standards.
These “politically correct” norms elicit behavioral backlash among
those high in EMS and low in IMS (Plant & Devine, 1998, 2001).

The JSM explicitly proposes that one consequence of prejudice
suppression is psychological reactance (Crandall & Eshleman,
2003, p. 423). Prejudice reduction techniques that focus on social
pressure to be unprejudiced sometimes have the ironic effect of
increasing prejudice (Legault, Gutsell, & Inzlicht, 2011; see also
Brauer, El-rafiy, Kawakami, & Phills, 2012). White Americans
sometimes lament these “politically correct” norms, and resist
them by depicting the White dominant group as victimized (An-
dreouli, Greenland, & Howarth, 2016; Augoustinos & Every,
2007; King, 2015). Those who believe that there are extremist
“politically correct crusaders” in society also believe that free
speech rights are eroding (Lalonde, Doan, & Patterson, 2000). The
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expressive threat hypothesis leads us to argue that institutional
punishments for prejudice threaten prejudiced people’s expressive
freedom, evoke reactance, and lead people to justify prejudice.

The Present Studies

We predict that prejudiced people will use freedom of speech as
a justification for someone else’s suppressed prejudice. We test
this basic hypothesis in Study 1, conducted shortly after a highly
publicized punishment for prejudiced speech. In Studies 2 and 3,
we manipulate the context (an employee fired for anti-Black
prejudice or a control condition), predicting that prejudiced people
will marshal freedom of speech as a justification more when
reading about an employee fired for anti-Black speech. We then
examine why people might be motivated to justify another’s pun-
ished prejudice. Studies 4–6 test the ego threat hypothesis, which
argues that prejudiced people feel a threat to their sense that they
are a good and moral person when they read about a similarly
prejudiced person harshly punished for prejudiced speech. Studies
7 and 8 test the expressive threat hypothesis, which argues that
prejudiced people feel a threat to their expressive freedom when
they learn that someone has been punished for expressing a prej-
udice they also hold.

Study 1: Singing Racist Songs

In March of 2015, a video showing fraternity brothers in Sigma
Alpha Epsilon (SAE) at the University of Oklahoma chanting a
racist song on a bus went viral on the Internet. The school re-
sponded swiftly: The university president directly addressed the
people in the video by saying, “You are disgraceful,” the Okla-
homa chapter of SAE was shut down, all fraternity members were
forced to move out of their fraternity house within days, and the
Oklahoma University Board of Directors expelled two students
who were leading the chant on the bus (Chappell, 2015). We tested
our most basic hypothesis—that the higher the level of prejudice,
the greater the endorsement of free speech as a justification—days
after this occurred. Higher levels of explicit racism should be
associated with more agreement that the punishments violated the
students’ right to free speech.

Method

Participants. We recruited 176 participants with an Amazon
Mechanical Turk1 (MTurk) listing for a “Survey about a recent
news event.” Participants’ ages averaged 38.49 years (SD ! 13.13,
ranging 19 to 77); the sample was 43.8% female, and 79.5% of
participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were paid
$0.50 to complete the study.

Procedure. The survey took place 6 days after the Oklahoma
video went viral; 69.3% of participants had heard of the incident.
Participants were given a “description of the recent event” after
agreeing to participate in the study. All participants read a brief
description about the SAE controversy and subsequent punishment
from the University of Oklahoma. The racist song was sung to the
tune of, “If You’re Happy and You Know it, Clap Your Hands.”
The lyrics were that there will “never be a [n-word] in S-A-E,” and
also made reference to lynching with, “You can hang him by a

tree, but he’ll never sign with me.” Participants then completed a
brief questionnaire.

Measures.
Free speech. Three items measured perceived violations of

free speech on a seven-point scale (" ! .94): “Kicking the frater-
nity off campus is a violation of their free speech,” “The students
in the video have a right to free speech, so they should not have
been expelled,” and “The university being so harsh on the students
in the video is not respecting the students’ freedom of speech.”

Anti-Black prejudice.
Symbolic racism. Anti-Black beliefs were assessed with the

symbolic racism scale (eight items; " ! .92; Henry & Sears,
2002). An example item reads: “It’s really a matter of some people
not trying hard enough; if Blacks would only try harder they could
be just as well off as Whites.”

Specific prejudicial emotions. Participants were asked: “In
general, how much do you feel the following emotions when you
are around Black people?” (see Dijker, 1987). A list of 12 emo-
tions followed, and participants were asked to respond on a seven-
point scale anchored from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much so). A
maximum likelihood, direct oblimin rotation exploratory factor
analysis of these items yielded two factors: positive and negative
emotions. The positive scale (" ! .94) included happiness, admi-
ration, affection, respect, warmth, and relaxed. The negative scale
(" ! .93) included: annoyed, anger, fear, distrust, anxiety, and
discomfort.

Feeling thermometer. Participants were asked to indicate their
“overall feeling about the following groups based on a scale from
0 (very cold and negative feelings) to 100 (very warm and positive
feelings).” Ten groups were listed in a random order, including
alcoholics, fat people, politicians, and elderly people. Their re-
sponse to Black people was used to measure anti-Black prejudice.

Overall prejudice. We standardized each of the four prejudice
measures, reverse-scored the positive emotions scale and feeling
thermometer, and averaged them together to create an overall
index of anti-Black prejudice (" ! .76).

Ideological variables. We also assessed social dominance ori-
entation (SDO; Sidanius & Pratto, 1999) with six items (" ! .89).
Political identification was measured by averaging two Likert
scales anchored with 1 (liberal) to 7 (conservative) and 1 (demo-
crat) to 7 (republican; r ! .88).

Results

Anti-Black prejudice positively correlated with freedom of
speech, r ! .47, p # .001. Each of the constituent measures
correlated with freedom of speech: symbolic racism, r ! .46;
feeling thermometer, r ! $.37; positive affect toward Black
people, r ! $.35; negative affect toward Black people, r ! .25, all
ps ! .001.

SDO, political identification, and gender (0 ! female, 1 !
male) were also significantly related to the free speech items, rs !
.44, .24, and .26, respectively. To see whether any of these ac-
counted for the relationship between prejudice and free speech
relevance, we entered these three predictors and overall prejudice

1 We used exclude functions on TurkPrime.com (Litman, Robinson, &
Atterbock, 2016) to ensure that no one participated in more than one study
in this paper.
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simultaneously into a linear regression model. The overall model
was significant, R2 ! .28, F(4, 170) ! 16.66, p # .001. All
predictors were significant, including overall prejudice, b ! .54,
SE ! .18, t(170) ! 3.08, p ! .002; SDO, b ! .43, SE ! .14,
t(170) ! 3.00, p ! .003; and gender, b ! .71, SE ! .28, t(170) !
2.53, p ! .012, excepting political identification, b ! $.01, SE !
.10, t(170) ! $0.09, p ! .926.

Discussion

The more prejudice participants reported, the more they agreed
that expelling the students and kicking the fraternity off campus
violates free speech. This relationship held regardless of how
prejudice was measured, and it held after statistically controlling
for gender, political ideology, and SDO.

These data are consistent with the hypothesis that “freedom of
speech” can be used as a justification for prejudice. We do not
know if an as-yet-unmeasured third variable creates the correlation
between prejudice and support for freedom of speech; we address
this issue experimentally in Studies 2 and 3.

Studies 2 and 3: Justification or Principle?

If a principled belief in the sanctity of freedom of speech is
naturally related to racial prejudice, then prejudiced people should
endorse the relevance of freedom of speech equally regardless of
context. If the deployment of freedom of speech defense is not
principled but rather a justification, it should be especially appeal-
ing in contexts where it serves as a prejudice justification. People
low in prejudice will similarly recognize the justification value of
free speech, but they should increasingly avoid endorsing it. In
Studies 2 and 3, we manipulate whether or not the context is
conducive to free speech being a justification for prejudice.

In Study 2, we experimentally manipulated the offending speech
to be anti-Black or anti-police. Anti-Black prejudice should cor-
relate with free speech only when the punished speech is anti-
Black, and not when the punished speech is anti-police. In Study
3, we manipulated a news story to be about an employee fired for
anti-Black prejudice or for a completely unrelated story.

Study 2 Method

Participants. We recruited 251 participants from MTurk to
complete the study. Participants’ ages averaged 34.88 years (SD !
11.43, ranging 18 to 73); the sample was 47.4% female, and 78.1%
of the participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were
paid $0.60 to complete the study. To determine the sample size, we
simulated a dataset where one condition had a correlation between
free speech and prejudice at r ! .47 (the effect size found in Study
1) and the other at r ! .00. We used the effect size of the
interaction as an effect size estimate for the current study and
collected enough data to ensure 95% power.

Procedure. Participants read a “description of a recent news
event” after agreeing to participate in the study. Participants were
randomly assigned to one of two conditions: an anti-Black or an
anti-police condition. The passages read:

Colin Slator, the director of content and advertising at a prominent
phone company, was fired after management discovered comments he
made about [Black people/police officers] on Facebook.

In recent months, there have been many demonstrations in the United
States protesting the use of violence and deadly force by the police
against African Americans. There was a protest like this in the town
Colin lives in. He posted on Facebook how he felt about the issue:

“These [protesters/cops] are just a bunch of [looters and thugs/racists
and pigs]. They’re all bastards. [Blacks/police] are the ones causing
all of this racial tension in America right now, and I’m sick of it. Fuck
them.”

Someone saw this post and forwarded the comments to man-
agement at Slator’s job. They decided to fire Slator, saying that he
did not “represent the values that our company stands for.”

Participants were instructed to read this passage carefully and
then complete a questionnaire.

Measures.
Free speech. The relevance of freedom of speech to the firing

was assessed with three items: “Management’s actions went
against Colin Slator’s freedom of expression,” “Colin Slator’s
bosses disrespected his right to free speech,” and “Firing Colin
Slator is a violation of his rights to free speech” (" ! .95).

Anti-Black prejudice. We measured prejudice using Henry
and Sears’s (2002) symbolic racism scale and a feeling thermom-
eter. We reverse-scored the thermometer, standardized both mea-
sures, and averaged them together, r ! .45, p # .0012 to measure
anti-Black prejudice. We use slightly different measures of preju-
dice across the studies to increase the robustness of measuring the
construct (Crandall & Sherman, 2016, pp. 95–96), and we em-
ployed fewer measures of prejudice in subsequent studies to re-
duce costs.

Study 2 Results

We hypothesized that anti-Black prejudice would only predict
the relevance of freedom of speech for the firing in the condition
where the ex-employee was fired for anti-Black remarks.

We tested this hypothesis by entering prejudice (standardized),
condition (mean-centered), and the interaction between the two in
a linear regression model predicting freedom of speech. The over-
all model was significant, R2 ! .13, F(3, 247) ! 12.79, p # .001.
There was a main effect of prejudice, b ! .42, SE ! .11, t(247) !
3.88, p # .001 and condition, b ! $.49, SE ! .22, t(247) ! $2.26,
p ! .025.

The interaction that tested the primary hypothesis was also
significant, %R2 ! .08, b ! 1.01, SE ! .22, t(247) ! 4.64, p #
.001. We examined the simple slopes predicting free speech with
prejudice at both levels of the independent variable (see Figure 1).
Prejudice predicted greater freedom of speech relevance in the
anti-Black (coded 1) condition, b ! .93, SE ! .16, t(247) ! 5.74,
p # .001. In the anti-police (coded 0) condition, prejudice did not
predict free speech, b ! $.09, SE ! .15, t(247) ! $0.58, p !
.563. Probing this interaction further using the Johnson-Neyman
technique (Hayes, 2013), we found that participants scoring Z !
1.12 and higher in prejudice thought free speech was violated more
in the anti-Black condition than the anti-police condition; partic-
ipants scoring Z ! 0.06 and lower in prejudice thought free speech

2 Results were identical in direction and statistical significance when
doing analyses with each of the measures of prejudice separately.
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was violated more in the anti-police condition than in the anti-
Black condition.

The anti-police comparison condition may attenuate a preexist-
ing relationship between prejudice and free speech; we addressed
this limitation in Study 3 by exposing participants in a control
condition to an article with no mention of job termination or
offensive speech.

Study 3 Method

Participants. We recruited 245 participants from MTurk to
complete the study. Participants’ ages averaged 34.35 years (SD !
10.56, ranging 18 to 71); the sample was 49.8% female, and 80.8%
of the participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were
paid $0.75 to complete the study. Sample size was determined
using the same power analysis as in Study 2.

Procedure and materials. We reduced the level of hate to
expressions of intergroup anxiety, which tests the generalizability
of operationalization and whether a similar effect will emerge for
less intense speech. Participants were asked to read a “news story”
after agreeing to participate in the study. Participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of two conditions: a fired condition or a
control condition. The fired condition told of how an employee
was fired for writing:

Black people “are so touchy about race that it is difficult to get along
with them.” He said that Black people could “be combative” and
“assume the worst from White people.” He concluded by saying that
this “makes me feel uncomfortable sometimes, which is why I don’t
really like to be around them.

The control condition was a story about how the French maca-
ron pastry is supplanting the cupcake as America’s new chic
dessert.

Measures.
Free speech values. Perceptions of how much firing an em-

ployee for a post on the Internet was assessed with three items:

“Free speech protects people from being fired for something they
said on the Internet,” “Freedom of expression means people should
not be punished for something they say on the Internet,” “Free
speech means that people should be able to express themselves
without facing severe consequences for their opinion” (" ! .84).

Anti-Black prejudice. We assessed prejudice using Henry and
Sears’s (2002) symbolic racism scale and a set of five feeling
thermometers: Black people, “Black Lives Matter” activists, civil
rights leaders, the NAACP, and the Black Panther Party. We
standardized both measures, reverse-scored the mean of the five
thermometers, and averaged the two scales together as our measure
of prejudice, r ! .70, p # .001.3

Study 3 Results

We hypothesized that anti-Black prejudice would predict the
violation of freedom of speech values for firing someone for an
online post stronger in the firing condition than the control con-
dition. We tested this by entering prejudice (standardized), condi-
tion (mean-centered), and their interaction in a linear regression
model predicting freedom of speech. The overall model was sig-
nificant, R2 ! .12, F(3, 241) ! 10.67, p # .001. There was a main
effect of prejudice, b ! .46, SE ! .10, t(241) ! 4.71, p # .001, but
not condition, b ! $.21, t(241) ! $1.09, p ! .276.

The interaction that tested the primary hypothesis was signifi-
cant, %R2 ! .03, b ! .53, SE ! .19, t(241) ! 2.71, p ! .007.
Prejudice was a significant predictor of free speech in the firing
(coded 1) condition, b ! .72, SE ! .14, t(241) ! 5.16, p # .001,
but not in the control (coded 0) condition, b ! .19, SE ! .14,
t(241) ! 1.39, p ! .165. Probing this interaction further with the
Johnson-Neyman technique (Hayes, 2013), participants scoring
Z ! 2.09 and higher in prejudice thought free speech is violated
more in the firing condition than the control condition; participants
scoring Z ! $0.37 and lower in prejudice thought free speech is
violated more in the control condition than in the firing condition
(see Figure 2).

Studies 2 and 3 Discussion

In both studies we found that objections based on free speech
were unprincipled—people high in racial prejudice brought their
values out only when the speech was racialized. By contrast,
people low in prejudice backed away from endorsing free speech
values in these racialized contexts—especially in Study 3, where
the effect of condition on free speech endorsement was more
prevalent for people low in prejudice than those high (we return to
this in the General Discussion). This could be a case of undersam-
pling highly prejudiced participants, given that demographic
groups who express fewer prejudices are overrepresented in
MTurk samples (Huff & Tingley, 2015). If perceived violations of
freedom of speech were a consistent moral principle that is higher
among those with racial prejudice, then it should be equally
endorsed regardless of context. Instead, free speech concerns were
endorsed only when they justified prejudice.

Free speech values emerge consistently as justifications. But in
the JSM, justifications are conceived as releasers for one’s own

3 Results were virtually identical in direction and statistical significance
when doing analyses with each of the measures of prejudice separately.

Figure 1. Anti-Black prejudice (standardized) predicted perceived viola-
tion of free speech, but only in the anti-Black condition (Study 2). Partic-
ipants who fall on the outside of the vertical lines differ by condition in
their endorsement of freedom of speech.
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prejudice (Crandall & Eshleman, 2003); why do people justify the
prejudiced speech of someone else? This constitutes the task for
the remainder of this paper. In the next five studies we consider the
two main hypotheses: (a) is suppression motivated by a threat to
ego (Studies 4 – 6) or (b) is suppression motivated by threats to
expression (Studies 7 and 8)?

Studies 4–6: The Ego Threat Hypothesis

People generally want to feel good about themselves (or people
from Western cultures do; Crocker & Wolfe, 2001; Heine, Leh-
man, Markus, & Kitayama, 1999; Leary & Baumeister, 2000;
Sherman & Cohen, 2006; Steele, 1988; Tesser, 2000). The ego
threat hypothesis is that prejudiced people feel a threat to their
self-regard when they hear about someone getting fired for ex-
pressing their attitudes; it indicates their attitudes will be punished.
To affirm their self-integrity (Sherman & Cohen, 2006; Steele,
1988), prejudiced people call upon normative values—like free-
dom of speech—to justify the prejudiced speech of people like
them. We test this hypothesis across three studies, employing
three different experimental manipulations of self-regard and
self-relevance.

Participants in Studies 4–6 read about someone getting fired for
prejudiced speech. In Study 4, we instructed participants to com-
plete either an affirming- or control-task. We predicted that af-
firming the self would attenuate the relationship between prejudice
and freedom of speech, because affirming the self mitigates the
threat brought about by reading about harsh suppression of prej-
udice. In Study 5, the ego threat was in the domain of prejudice;
we threatened participants by making them feel prejudiced. We
predicted that people would endorse the free speech justification
more when they are primed to feel prejudiced. In Study 6, we
manipulated how similar participants felt toward the employee
who was punished for prejudiced speech, and we predicted that
this increased self-relevance of the punishment would cause
greater endorsement of the free speech justification.

We manipulated self-affirmation or self-threat in Studies 4 and
5, but did not measure it as a mediating variable, because merely
filling out these types of questions can be self-affirming (Kimble,
Kimble, & Croy, 1998; Steele, Spencer, & Lynch, 1993), which
could obviate the need for participants to use freedom of speech as
a justification.

Study 4 Method

Participants. We recruited 206 participants4 form MTurk to
complete the study. Participants’ ages averaged 34.45 years (SD !
12.16, ranging 18 to 83); the sample was 49% female, and 80.1%
of participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were
paid $0.70 to complete the study.

Procedure. All participants first read about someone who was
fired for saying disparaging remarks about Black people on social
media. The study was ostensibly about memory, and participants
were instructed to read the passage carefully because they would
be answering questions about it later in the study. The passage was
similar to the passage in Studies 2 and 3, but with different
prejudiced speech:

He posted a link to a story covering a racial protest in his city and
wrote, “I’m just going to go ahead and say it . . . the Blacks are the
ones causing the problems and this ‘racial tension.’ I guess that’s what
happens when you flunk out of school and have no education.” He
went on to say later in the post that, “This kind of trouble is why
people don’t want to drive through the Black part of town.”

The story concluded with the employee being fired for this post.
Participants were then randomly assigned to complete a self-

affirmation manipulation or a control task. In the self-affirmation
condition, we employed a widely used self-affirmation manipula-
tion by asking participants to select a “value, quality, or aspect” of
life that is “most important to you in your life” from a list (e.g.,
sense of humor, creativity, romance, relations with friends and
family; see McQueen & Klein, 2006). Participants were then
prompted to write about why it is so important to them and to write
about a time the value they selected made them feel good about
themselves.

In the control condition, we asked participants to select a com-
mon household item from a list (e.g., pencil, shoelaces, ironing
board; see Harvey & Oswald, 2000). Participants were then
prompted to write down five uses for this household item and to
describe where it would be located in a superstore.

Participants then answered three free speech items: “Firing
Colin Slator is a violation of his rights to free speech,” “Colin
Slator has a right to free speech, so he should not have been fired
for his Facebook post,” “The company being so hard on Colin
Slator is not respecting his freedom of speech” (" ! .93) and the
same four prejudice scales (" ! .81) as in Study 1.

Study 4 Results and Discussion

We hypothesized that bolstering participants’ self-integrity
would attenuate the relationship between prejudice and free

4 Because of funding availability, we collected fewer data for this study,
but still enough for 90% power based on the power analysis described in
Study 1.

Figure 2. Anti-Black prejudice (standardized) predicted perceived viola-
tion of free speech, but only in the fired condition (Study 3). Participants
who fall on the outside of the vertical lines differ by condition in their
endorsement of freedom of speech.
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speech. We tested this hypothesis by entering in condition (mean-
centered), prejudice (standardized), and the prejudice by condition
interaction simultaneously in a linear regression equation.

The overall model was significant, R2 ! .13, F(3, 202) ! 9.74,
p # .001. There was a main effect of prejudice, b ! .66, SE ! .13,
t(202) ! 5.04, p ! .012, but no main effect of condition, b ! .13,
SE ! .26, t(202) ! 0.50, p ! .617. The interaction was not
significant, %R2 ! .01, b ! .39, SE ! .26, t(202) ! 1.49, p ! .139.
In addition to this lack of significance, the pattern of coefficients
was opposite than our prediction: Prejudice significantly predicted
freedom of speech in both the control condition (coded 0), b ! .47,
SE ! .19, t(202) ! 2.52, p ! .012, and self-affirmation condition
(coded 1), b ! .86, SE ! .18, t(202) ! 4.78, p # .001, with a
slightly higher coefficient in the self-affirmation condition, where
we predicted attenuation.

The ego threat hypothesis did not gain support in Study 4;
protecting participants from threat did not affect the relationship
between prejudice and the freedom of speech justification. How-
ever, the self-affirmation manipulation was unrelated to prejudice;
nobody in the self-affirmation condition wrote about their non-
prejudiced attitudes to affirm themselves.

The effect may only emerge within the domain of prejudice,
making a global self-affirmation manipulation ineffective at buff-
ering the ego threat. We used a manipulation in Study 5 to address
this possibility, creating a specific threat within the domain of
prejudice. We hypothesized that priming participants to feel prej-
udiced would increase their use of the free speech justification for
prejudice.

Study 5 Method

Participants. We recruited 134 participants from MTurk to
complete the study. Participants’ ages averaged 32.16 years (SD !
10.24, ranging 18 to 68); the sample was 40.3% female, and 79.9%
of participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were
paid $0.75 to complete the study. In Studies 5, 6, and 7, we
recruited enough participants to ensure 80% power when Cohen’s
d ! .5 for the hypothesized main effect of condition on endorse-
ment of free speech.

Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to complete
one of two scales. Each condition presented a list of 14 social
groups that Americans generally see as unacceptable to express
prejudice against (e.g., Black people, Asians, immigrants, gays and
lesbians; Crandall, Eshleman, & O’Brien, 2002; Crandall, Fergu-
son, & Bahns, 2013). In a threat to nonprejudiced self-image
condition, participants were asked to indicate if they have ever said
anything negative about each group, marking “yes” or “no” for
each. In a control condition, participants were asked to indicate if
they frequently say negative things about this group (see Monin &
Miller, 2001; Salancik & Conway, 1975). Participants were asked
to tally up how many times they indicated “yes” and write it in a
space below the scale. Only 6% of participants in the threat
condition indicated “Yes” zero times (M ! 2.04); 47% did in the
control condition (M ! 7.65), &2(1) ! 28.65, p # .001. In an
unrelated study from our lab, this manipulation significantly in-
creased negative feelings about the self (e.g., disappointed with
myself; Devine et al., 1991) for participants in the threat condition,
t(195) ! 3.51, p ! .001, Cohen’s d ! .44 [.15, .72].5

Participants read the same story as in the fired condition in
Study 3. Right before completing the questionnaire, participants
were again asked to write how many times they marked “yes” in
the aforementioned scale, as to prime them with the threat (or lack
thereof) again. We employed the same freedom of speech items as
in Study 4 (" ! .92). We measured prejudice by averaging
together three scales (" ! .84): symbolic racism (Henry & Sears,
2002), social distance (Crandall, 1991), and overall negative affect
felt toward Black people (2 items: 1, not at all positively to 5
extremely positively, reverse-scored; and 1, not at all negatively to
5 extremely negatively).

Study 5 Results and Discussion

We hypothesized that threatening participants’ nonprejudiced
self-image would cause them to justify someone else’s punished
prejudice using freedom of speech. The threat condition (M !
3.99, SD ! 1.96) and control condition (M ! 4.19, SD ! 1.85) did
not differ from one another in the perceived violation of free
speech, t(132) ! $0.63, p ! .532, d ! $.11 [$.44, .23]. Preju-
dice and condition had no interactive effect on free speech,
b ! $.03, SE ! .73, t(130) ! $0.05, p ! .958, but prejudice
again correlated with perceived violation of free speech, r ! .43,
p # .001.

The data do not support the ego threat hypothesis; threatening
participants’ selves within the domain of prejudice did not affect
how much they chose to justify someone else’s suppressed preju-
dice. Participants’ who were in a control condition justified the
prejudiced speech just as much as those who were induced to feel
prejudiced.

In a third attempt to test for ego threat effects, in Study 6 we
manipulated how similar participants felt to the terminated em-
ployee. Feeling similar to another can increase the inclusion of
them in one’s self-concept (Aron, Aron, Tudor, & Nelson, 1991;
Cialdini, Brown, Lewis, Luce, & Neuberg, 1997; Smith, Coats, &
Walling, 1999), and people are more likely to feel how others feel
when they are similar to them (e.g., Batson, Turk, Shaw, & Klein,
1995; Krebs, 1975; Preston & de Waal, 2002). We thus hypothe-
sized that similarity would increase justification.

Study 6 Method

Participants. We recruited 135 participants from MTurk to
complete the study. Participants’ ages averaged 32.03 years (SD !
9.90, ranging 19 to 64); 54.1% of the sample was female, and 77%
of participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were
paid $0.75 to complete the study.

Procedure. Participants were asked to read a description of a
man named Colin Slator carefully and were randomly assigned to
either a similar or different condition. The passage contained
simple information about Colin: where he is from, where he went
to college, what type of music he likes, what his friends say about
him, what pets he has, what food he likes, and so forth. In the
similar condition, participants were asked to think about all the
ways they were similar to Colin while reading the passage, and
we prompted them to list five ways that they were similar to him

5 All confidence intervals reported are 95% confidence intervals.
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below the passage. In the different condition, participants were
asked to think about how different they were from Colin, and they
listed five ways that they were different from Colin below the
passage.

On the next screen, participants completed a manipulation
check: “How similar do you feel to Colin Slator?” and “How
different do you feel that you and Colin Slator are from one
another?”, r ! $.70, p # .001. Participants responded to these
questions on five-point Likert scales, and we scored the items such
that higher scores indicated feeling more similar to Colin. Partic-
ipants in the similar condition (M ! 3.71, SD ! 0.84) reported
more similarity to Colin than those in the different condition (M !
3.35, SD ! 0.87), t(133) ! 2.46, p ! .015, d ! .42 [.08, .76].

Participants then read about how Colin Slator was fired from his
job for posting disparaging remarks about Black people on his
personal Facebook page (the same remarks as in Studies 3 and 5).
Participants then answered the same free speech items (" ! .94)
and prejudice items (" ! .79) as in Study 5.

Study 6 Results and Discussion

We hypothesized that if participants felt similar to the ex-
employee, they would justify his prejudice. However, participants
in the similar (M ! 3.58, SD ! 1.77) and different (M ! 4.00,
SD ! 1.90) conditions did not significantly differ on how much
they endorsed the freedom of speech items, t(133) ! $1.31, p !
.19, d ! $.23 [$.56, .11]. Moreover, the manipulation check
(how similar participants reported feeling to Colin Slator) did not
correlate with endorsement of the freedom of speech items,
r ! $.07, p ! .40. There was no interaction between condition
and prejudice on free speech, b ! .42, SE ! .37, t(131) ! 1.13,
p ! .259, but prejudice again predicted freedom of speech, r !
.30, p ! .001.

Our third test of the ego threat hypothesis again failed to yield
support for the relevance of self-threat to the present phenomenon:
Participants who felt more similar to the terminated employee did
not endorse the freedom of speech justification than those who felt
dissimilar to him.

Ego Threat Discussion

The logic of the ego threat process is this: Prejudiced people
justify someone else’s prejudice because the other person’s pun-
ishment makes them feel diminished—an attitude they share is
punished as socially unacceptable, and this threatens their self-
regard (Devine et al., 1991; Leary & Baumeister, 2000; Sherman
& Cohen, 2006). To restore the self, prejudiced people endorse
freedom of speech, which reframes the issue and justifies the
behavior (Kristiansen & Zanna, 1994).

We found no support for this hypothesis across three studies;
affirming general self-integrity, threatening self-integrity in the
domain of prejudice, and increasing the similarity to the targeted
employee all failed to have the predicted effects. Self-regard is
integral to many interracial attitude processes (e.g., Adams et
al., 2006; Fein & Spencer, 1997; Knowles et al., 2014), but we
found no evidence that self-involvement, self-protection, or
self-implication played an important role in justifying racist
conduct through free speech values.

Each of these studies has its limits: Making people feel preju-
diced might work only on those low in prejudice; news of racist

speech after a similarity manipulation may overwhelm a manipu-
lation based on personality or food preferences. But taken together—
all with null results, all trending in the opposite direction—change
the balance of likelihood. One can hardly prove the null with three
studies, but they do reduce the likelihood of the ego threat hypoth-
esis, and encourage us to consider alternatives.

We focus on a different threat in our last two studies: The
expressive threat hypothesis. Instead of these fired-for-prejudice
stories threatening prejudice people’s positive attitudes toward
themselves, these stories might threaten prejudiced people’s belief
that they live in an environment that allows them to express their
beliefs and attitudes.

Studies 7 and 8: The Expressive Threat Hypothesis

People believe that their behaviors are freely determined, and if
this belief is threatened, people will try to recover this feeling of
freedom (Brehm & Brehm, 1981). Expressing oneself is a behavior
that people in individualistic cultures are strongly motivated to feel
is self-determined, and they feel good when they express their
“true” selves (e.g., Heppner et al., 2008; Kernis & Goldman, 2006;
Kim & Sherman, 2007; Schlegel et al., 2009).

People experience psychological reactance in response to cen-
sorship (e.g., Wicklund, 1974), when others’ freedoms are threat-
ened (e.g., Sittenthaler et al., 2016), and external motivators to
decrease prejudice can actually increase prejudice (e.g., Legault et
al., 2011). We argue that harsh punishments of prejudiced
speech—such as job termination—threatens the expressive free-
dom that similarly prejudiced people so desperately want to feel.
One way to mollify this expressive threat might be to justify the
prejudiced speech.

The expressive threat hypothesis states that punishments for
another’s prejudice threatens the expressive autonomy of similarly
prejudiced people, which motivates their marshaling of a value
(freedom of speech) to oppose the punishment and justify the
expressed prejudice. We test this hypothesis in Studies 7 and 8.

In Study 7, we test whether priming autonomy threat alone will
increase endorsement of free speech. We then examine in Study 8
how prejudice fits into this process; we test whether the relation-
ship between anti-Black prejudice and perceived violation of free-
dom of speech is mediated by expressive autonomy threat, but only
when the offensive speech is anti-Black. The pair of these studies
constitutes an experimental causal-chain design (Spencer, Zanna,
& Fong, 2005), which involves pairing a correlational relationship
between the expressive threat and free speech in Study 8 with
Study 7, where we manipulate expressive threat.

Study 7 Method

Participants. We recruited 128 participants from MTurk to
complete the study. Participants’ ages averaged 36.16 years (SD !
12.80, ranging 18 to 77); the sample was 51.6% female, and 75.8%
of participants identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were
paid $0.50 to complete the study.

Procedure. In a study ostensibly about “writing style and
social attitudes,” participants were randomly assigned to one of
two conditions: an expressive threat or control writing prompt.
The expressive threat prompt read:
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Many people sometimes feel like they are not allowed to be them-
selves. There are some times that people feel like they cannot express
their thoughts or ideas. Take a few moments to think about a time in
your life when you felt like this—when you felt pressured to think
what others thought or to have certain beliefs, or when you couldn’t
voice your opinion.

They were instructed to write about one of these experiences in
detail in a text box below. The control condition prompted partic-
ipants to write about their daily routine (Baldwin, Biernat, &
Landau, 2015, Study 5). Participants then answered a 14-item
“social attitudes” scale, where the three free speech values items
from Study 3 were presented randomly throughout the scale
(" ! .65).

Study 7 Results and Discussion

Writing about expressive threat condition (M ! 4.54, SD !
1.14) increased participants’ endorsement of free speech values
compared to the control condition (M ! 4.01, SD ! 1.56),
t(126) ! 2.22, p ! .028, d ! 0.39 [.04, .74]. After remembering
a time participants were restricted in their speech, they increased
their agreement that free speech values protect people from harsh
punishments for their speech. This causal relationship makes plau-
sible the argument that feelings of expressive threat could motivate
prejudiced people to justify another’s prejudice. We test this hy-
pothesis in Study 8. Participants were assigned to read a new story
about a firing for anti-Black or anticoworker speech; we tested
whether concerns about threats to autonomy mediate the relation-
ship between prejudice and free speech values in both conditions.
We predict that perceived expressive threat will be a strong me-
diator in the race-relevant anti-Black condition, but not in the
anticoworker condition.

Study 8 Method

Participants. We recruited 348 participants from MTurk. Par-
ticipants’ ages averaged 34.94 years (SD ! 11.30, ranging 19 to
71); the sample was 48.0% female, and 79.6% of participants
identified as White/Caucasian. Participants were paid $0.75 to
complete the study. We determined our sample size based on
recommendations for moderated mediation models (Preacher,
Rucker, & Hayes, 2007).

Procedure. Participants read a “news story” after agreeing to
participate in the study. They were randomly assigned to read that
an employee—named Connor Bell—was fired for posting anti-
Black or anticoworker sentiments on his personal Facebook page.
The anti-Black statements read:

Bell was at a coffee shop, and Black customers were also in the café.
He posted on Facebook that these Black customers were being “so
annoying.” He wrote that Black people are “rude,” “unintelligent,”
“too loud,” and “lazy.” Bell also posted that he is “just so tired of
being around Black people.”

In the anticoworker condition, Connor Bell lobbed the same
insults at his bosses and coworkers. Participants then completed a
questionnaire.

We employed the same free speech items as in Studies 4 through
6 (" ! .97), and used the symbolic racism scale (" ! .89; Henry
& Sears, 2002) to assess prejudice. Our measure of expressive

threat was slightly adapted from the autonomy subscale of the
basic psychological needs scale (Johnston & Finney, 2010): “I am
free to decide for myself how to live my life,” “I feel pressured to
think what others want me to think,” “I feel free to express my
ideas and opinions,” “I feel like I can pretty much be myself,” “I
feel free to be who I am,” “I can voice my opinion,” and “I feel
controlled and pressured to have certain beliefs” (" ! .92). Items
were scored such that higher scores indicated more threat to
expression.

Study 8 Results and Discussion

We hypothesized that anti-Black prejudice would predict more
expressive threat and more perceived violation of free speech,
but only in the anti-Black condition (coded 1) and not in the
anticoworker condition (coded 0). We regressed expressive
threat and free speech on prejudice (standardized), condition
(mean-centered), and their interaction in two separate linear
regression models to test the corresponding hypotheses; coef-
ficients are displayed in Table 1.

The prejudice by condition interactions were the critical tests of
the hypotheses, and both were significant, ps ! .020. We probed
both of these interactions by examining the simple slopes of the
dependent variables regressed on prejudice in each of the two
conditions.

Expressive threat. Prejudice predicted more expressive threat
in the anti-Black condition, b ! .36, SE ! .09, t(344) ! 3.90, p #
.001, but not in the anticoworker condition, b ! .06, SE ! .09,
t(344) ! 0.71, p ! .479. This effect of condition on free speech
was significant only for those high in prejudice; using the Johnson-
Neyman technique (Hayes, 2013), we found that participants scor-
ing Z ! 0.78 and higher in prejudice felt more expressive threat in
the anti-Black condition than the anticoworker condition. There
were no differences between conditions for participants below this
threshold.

Free speech. Prejudice predicted more violation of Free
speech values in the anti-Black condition, b ! .97, SE ! .13,
t(344) ! 7.62, p # .001, and to a lesser extent in the anticoworker
condition, b ! .31, SE ! .12, t(344) ! 2.52, p ! .012. The
interaction is displayed in Figure 3, %R2 ! .03, b ! .67, SE ! .18,
t(344) ! 3.77, p # .001. Using the Johnson-Neyman technique
(Hayes, 2013), we found that participants scoring Z ! 0.55 and
higher in prejudice thought free speech was violated more in the

Table 1
Unstandardized Coefficients for the Regression Models Tested in
Study 8

Outcome Predictor b SE t p

Expressive threat Condition .09 .13 .67 .501
Prejudice .21 .06 3.34 .001
Prejudice ' Condition .30 .13 2.33 .020

Freedom of speech Condition .03 .18 .17 .806
Prejudice .64 .09 7.30 #.001
Prejudice ' Condition .67 .18 3.77 #.001

Note. Condition was coded 1 ! Anti-Black, 0 ! Anti-coworker. Overall
models for expressive threat and freedom of speech were significant: R2 !
.04, F(3, 344) ! 5.37, p ! .001 and R2 ! .16, F(3, 344 ! 21.49), p # .001,
respectively.
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anti-Black condition than the anticoworker condition, whereas
participants scoring Z ! $0.67 and lower in prejudice believed
free speech was violated more in the anticoworker condition than
in the anti-Black condition.

Expressive threat and perceived violation of free speech were
correlated similarly in the anti-Black, r ! .32, p # .001 and
anticoworker, r ! .20, p ! .007 conditions, suggesting that a
moderated mediation model might be possible.

Moderated mediation analysis. We examined if feeling
greater threat to one’s expression mediated the relationship be-
tween prejudice and perceived violation of free speech, but only in
the anti-Black condition. We ran two separate linear regression
models: first, we regressed expressive threat on prejudice (stan-
dardized), condition (mean-centered), and their interaction; second,
we regressed free speech on expressive threat (mean-centered), prej-
udice (standardized), condition (mean-centered), and the prejudice by

condition interaction. Coefficients, indirect effects, and the index
of moderated mediation (Hayes, 2015) were calculated using the
PROCESS macro for SPSS (Model 8, Hayes, 2013) with 10,000
bias-corrected bootstrap resamples.

As reported in Table 1, the first regression equation yielded a
significant prejudice by condition interaction on expressive threat,
p ! .020. The second regression equation yielded three significant
predictors: expressive threat, b ! .28, SE ! .07, t(343) ! 3.78,
p # .001; prejudice, b ! .59, SE ! .09, t(343) ! 6.65, p # .001;
and the interaction, b ! .58, SE ! .17, t(343) ! 3.34, p ! .001.

The index of moderated mediation ! .08 [.02, .21], indicating
that the indirect effect in the anti-Black condition was significantly
different from the indirect effect in the anticoworker condition
(Hayes, 2015). We then examined the indirect effects by condition
using the PROCESS macro (Model 4, Hayes, 2013), with 10,000
bias-corrected bootstrap resamples. As can be seen in Panels A and
B of Figure 4, respectively, expressive threat mediated the rela-
tionship between prejudice and freedom of speech in the anti-
Black condition, indirect effect ! .09 [.02, .21]; however, the
indirect effect was not significant in the anticoworker condition,
indirect effect ! .02 [$.02, .10].

Reading about an employee fired for racist speech made high
prejudiced participants feel a threat to their autonomy; reading
about an employee fired for insulting coworkers did not. The
indirect effect of prejudice on freedom of speech through expres-
sive threat was significant, but only when the circumstances sup-
pressed anti-Black speech (i.e., the post that brought about the
firing was anti-Black). Concerns about freedom, choice, and ex-
pressive threat are one of the reasons why prejudiced people justify
another’s prejudice. We have found correlationally and experi-
mentally that expressive threat leads people to marshal free speech
as a way to protect a sense of freedom to express their (socially
unacceptable) views.

Threats to freedom elicit behaviors aiming to restore this loss of
freedom (Brehm & Brehm, 1981; Wicklund, 1974). Antiprejudice
social pressures that threaten freedom and evoke reactance are
often pejoratively labeled as “political correctness” (e.g., Lalonde

Figure 3. Anti-Black prejudice (standardized) more strongly predicted
perceived violation of free speech in the anti-Black condition than in the
anticoworker condition (Study 8). Participants that fall on the outside of the
vertical lines differ by condition in their endorsement of freedom of speech.

Prejudice Free Speech Expressive Threat 
b = .06, p = .486 

b = .29, p = .029  

b = .29, p = .010 

Prejudice Free Speech Expressive Threat 
b = .36, p < .001 

b = .88, p < .001 

b = .26, p = .007 

A. Anti-Black 

B. Anti-coworker 

Figure 4. Anti-Black prejudice (standardized) predicts greater expressive threat, which predicts greater
perception that free speech has been violated. This indirect effect, however, is only present in the anti-Black
condition (Study 8).
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et al., 2000), and external pressures aimed at reducing prejudice
may backfire (Brauer et al., 2012; Legault et al., 2011).

Small Scale Meta-Analysis

We calculated a meta-analytic effect size for the correlation
between prejudice and freedom of speech in anti-Black conditions.
Table 2 shows a meta-analytic r of .43 [.38, .48]; the meta-analytic
r between prejudice and free speech in the three control conditions
(in Studies 2, 3, and 8) was .09 [$.003, .19].

General Discussion

Prejudiced people justify another person’s prejudiced speech.
Across seven studies with 1,078 participants, anti-Black prejudice
predicted how likely people were to claim that punishing someone
for anti-Black prejudice violated their rights to freedom of speech.
This relationship was reliably present in race-related contexts and
reliably absent in race-neutral contexts, which suggests that the
defense is not principled, but rather a justification and defense of
the opportunity to express racist speech without substantial con-
sequence.

People very low in prejudice demonstrated the opposite effect—
they moved away from endorsing freedom of speech in racialized
contexts. We did not predict this effect, but found it across three
studies. It is unexpected (but we think persuasive) evidence that
claiming free speech is a strategy with social implications that are
understood—people low in overt prejudice avoid endorsing free
speech values because they know it tends to justify and normalize
racist speech.

Three studies provided no support for the ego threat hypothesis,
that seeing another’s expression of prejudice suppressed threatens
a prejudiced person’s self-integrity, how much they perceive them-
selves as a good and moral person. Three studies, using three
proven self-relevant manipulations (self-affirmation, threat to un-
prejudiced self-image, similarity to protagonist), yielded no evi-
dence to support the ego threat hypothesis. These studies had
adequate power and nonsignificantly trended in the opposite di-
rection of the hypothesis. Although these data do not eliminate the

hypothesis, they do not favor belief in it; support for the hypothesis
is still notably absent.

By contrast, we found support for an expressive threat hypothesis—
punishments for prejudice threaten the expressive freedom of
prejudiced people, which leads them to use the value of free speech
as a justification. The role of expressive threat appears only when
participants were told about a man being fired for anti-Black
prejudice (and not when he was fired for offensive speech about
his coworkers)—the expressive threat concern was not principled,
but rather protective of racial prejudice.

Justifying Another’s Prejudice by Delegitimizing
Suppressors

Although diminishing suppression has the same effect as en-
hancing justifications (more prejudice will be expressed), the un-
derlying cause is the decrease in force used to inhibit prejudice
expression and not an increase in the acceptability of prejudice
(Crandall & Eshleman, 2003, p. 424).

Many prejudices are suppressed but prejudices (as affect) have
motivational force toward expression. To reduce the conflict
gracefully, people seek to justify their prejudice, to express them
without negative sanction. The JSM is an individual model; it
explains how people can to express their suppressed prejudices
while avoiding sanctions. Our participants were justifying anoth-
er’s expressed prejudice, not their own, and the justification came
after the expression, not before it.

Instead of offering a straightforward justification of racist
speech, our participants protected their legitimacy to speak by
delegitimizing the suppression (i.e., the firing), buffering the target
from social disapproval and simultaneously protecting the self’s
right to expression. The claim of “free speech” can make disap-
proval of racist speech seem illegitimate, by characterizing it as a
value violation (Fritsche, 2002; Weiner, Amirkhan, Folkes, &
Verette, 1987). By inhibiting the suppressor, a prejudiced person
can defend prejudiced speech which appears to be principled and
content-neutral. Our data suggest this “pure” appeal to principle is
in appearance only.

Why would third-parties frustrate the suppression of another’s
similarly prejudiced statements? Prejudiced people felt a greater
threat to their expressive autonomy, which in turn motivated them
to marshal freedom of speech as a justification for prejudice. In
this way, the data are quite consistent with the general orientation
of the JSM: People wish to express their attitudes, and will find
ways to allow them to be expressed without guilt or public sanc-
tion. Justifications protect their freedom to communicate openly;
prejudiced people defend not their self-integrity but rather their
ability to let out their prejudices without sanction (see also Sit-
tenthaler et al., 2016).

Values as Justifications

Values serve as effective justifications for political and inter-
group attitudes because the values are “regarded as legitimate
moral imperatives” (Kristiansen & Zanna, 1994, p. 50), and people
can call upon them to defend a wide range of social attitudes
(Kristiansen & Zanna, 1988, 1994). Americans see freedom of
speech as an especially important value (Cohn, 2012; Wike &
Simmons, 2015), which makes it an especially potent force to

Table 2
Meta-Analytic Relationship Between Prejudice and Freedom of
Speech in Anti-Black Conditions

Sample N r

Study 1 176 .47 [.34, .59]
Study 2 126 .47 [.32, .60]
Study 3 125 .42 [.24, .57]
Study 4 206 .34 [.19, .47]
Study 5 134 .43 [.26, .59]
Study 6 135 .30 [.13, .45]
Study 8 176 .54 [.43, .64]
Meta-Analytic r and CI 1078 .43 [.38, .48]

Note. We calculated a fixed-effects effect size; all participants came from
the same population and each of the constructs were measured similarly
(Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009). Cochran’s Q was mar-
ginally significant, Q(7) ! 9.61, p ! .062, but calculating a random-effects
meta-analytic effect size yielded the same effect size and an ever-so-
slightly larger confidence interval, r ! .43 [.37, 49].
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undermine the legitimacy of prejudice suppression. Free speech
values do not have a fundamental ideological connection to prej-
udice; in the absence of a specific racialized context, the relevance
of free speech was unrelated to prejudiced attitudes.

Values reframe the situation (Lakoff, 2014); with the frame of
“equality,” firing someone for racist speech may be entirely ac-
ceptable, but with the frame of “free speech,” the dismissal vio-
lates a cherished value. Functional theories of attitudes give values
a value-expressive function (Ajzen, 2001; DeBono, 1987; Katz,
1960; Maio & Olson, 1994, 1995); expressing these attitudes are a
concrete opportunity to articulate abstract beliefs. Inserting values
as a frame serves an attitude-justifying function. Although values
like freedom of speech might be a guiding principle to live by
(Schwartz, 1992), appeals to speech values are not always princi-
pled.

Limits of Generality

We have shown, pretty reliably, that freedom of speech can be
marshaled as a justification for another’s punished prejudice. It
seems that reactance motivates this effect, and we could not find
evidence that threats to one’s self motivates the effect. We take the
opportunity to express what we think are the constraints on gen-
erality of our findings (Simons, Schoda, & Lindsay, 2017). The
effect is likely to apply to expressing any prejudice that is coun-
ternormative—any “politically incorrect” prejudice that people
might have should show this effect. Justifications are not inter-
changeable; they are tailored to the context, often with “narrow
applicability” (Crandall & Eshleman, 2003). Because freedom of
speech is a broadly endorsed value in the United States, it is likely
to apply quite widely—any value that is both relevant and accepted
by its audience should serve reasonably well. Our findings, how-
ever, are embedded in a culture with a deep appreciation of speech
rights—other countries or cultures without this commitment will
not show free speech effects. They may, however, find justification
in other deeply held values when they are relevant to the situation.

Because the justification of another’s contentious behavior can
be costly, we suggest that these other-justifications will occur
infrequently. However, they are likely to emerge when the situa-
tion prescribes them, when people are directly asked, when the
observer has some personal responsibility for the expression or
action, or when the observer has a very high level of the relevant
prejudice. We also predict the converse of this; observers will
distance themselves from—and avoid justifications of—the ex-
pressed prejudice to the extent they do not share the prejudice. This
overt distancing should be emitted in the same instances that
justifications will emerge for those who share the prejudice.

Avoiding Free Speech Endorsement

Our primary focus was on the justification of another’s (sup-
pressed) prejudice; our main hypotheses tested for equality of
slopes—prejudice predicted more endorsement of freedom of
speech in the racialized firing contexts than nonracialized ones.
However, another way to probe these results is that participants
scoring high in prejudice justified another’s prejudice, whereas
people scoring low in prejudice avoided defending another’s right
to freedom of speech when they were fired for racist speech.

We note, however, that the “side” of the prejudice distribution in
which the effect of condition ocurred is a function of the control

condition, which had an arbitrary intercept. If we choose a control
condition with highly normative speech, the intercept for “free
speech endorsement” is very high, and most of the “significant”
participants will be low in prejudice. However, if we choose a
control statement that is much more unacceptable than the speech
in the racialized condition, the control condition intercept will be
low, and most of the “significant” participants will be those high
in prejudice.

The original impetus for this research was the JSM, but this
finding was not predicted because the JSM describes when people
have prejudices, not when they lack them. Why do low prejudice
participants disdain the justification? Presumably, they understand
that endorsing free speech means justifying speech they disdain.
These data suggest that highly prejudiced people do not have a
monopoly on motivated reasoning.

In these “speech wars” debates (Millhiser, 2015), there is a
tension between protecting people from prejudice and protecting
freedom of speech. People high in prejudice protect free speech in
a way that justifies prejudice, people low in prejudice avoid this
justification in a way that fails to defend free speech rights. We
focused on justifications for prejudice attributable to the social
issues surrounding prejudice, and the intriguing notion of how
people justify their abandonment of free speech rights goes un-
studied in this paper.

Status of the Ego Threat Hypothesis

We tested the ego threat hypothesis using three different, pre-
viously proven methods. We find no support, but how confidently
can we reject this hypothesis? The experiments have the advantage
of being done in the context of several replications of the main
hypothesis, where other manipulations were successful and reli-
able. We used three different operations to manipulate ego threat,
offering the advantage of conceputal replication (Crandall & Sher-
man, 2016). Nevertheless, the experiments were conducted online;
participants may be less threatened given the distance and imper-
sonality of the situation. They may have more opportunity to resist
the potency these kinds of manipulations. The online environment
offers ecological validity because the phenomenon under study
was mostly online in the first place, but in the online experimental
situation, ego threats may seem less compelling.

Perhaps the ego threat is not to one’s self-image, but rather to
one’s public image. Some theories of the self do not distinguish
much between these two threats (e.g., Leary & Baumeister, 2000),
but it is possible that there is some motivation to repair one’s
public image by defending another who’s public image is threat-
ened in the same way. We tested only the internal, self-image
version of the hypothesis, and did not investigate self-presentation
processes (Baumeister, 1982). There remains room to test the
image-threat version of the hypothesis.

We have not completely ruled out the ego threat hypothesis. In
Studies 4–6, the hypothesis fared poorly, despite using reasonable
methods, adequate sample sizes, and in the context where other
manipulations succeeded. We can say that, when describing this
hypothesis to other psychologists, heads routinely nod vigorously
when the ego threat hypothesis is stated; it is appealing. We
suggest that the data described in Studies 4–6 should significantly
reduce that appeal.
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Conclusion

Dobby, a house-elf character from the Harry Potter book series,
tells Harry Potter about the Room of Requirement: “It is a room
that a person can only enter when they have real need of it.
Sometimes it is there, and sometimes it is not, but when it appears,
it is always equipped for the seeker’s needs” (Rowling, 2003, pp.
386–387). Values, when used as justifications, operate in much the
same way—they appear for the prejudiced person when it suits
their needs but are absent when it does not. Freedom of speech
is unprincipled, and therefore a justification because it only ap-
pears for prejudiced people when it is needed. Values may be used
as guiding principles to live by, but they are also strategically
deployed to justify prejudices.
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